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SUMMARY:  
Most learning methods developed in statistics, machine learning, and pattern recognition 
assume a standard inductive learning formulation, in which the goal is to estimate a 
predictive model from finite training data. While this inductive setting is very general, 
there are several emerging non-standard learning settings that are particularly attractive 
for data-analytic modeling with sparse high-dimensional data. Such recent non-standard 
learning approaches include transduction, learning using privileged information, 
universum learning and multi-task learning. This tutorial describes the methodology 
called Universum learning or learning through contradiction (Vapnik 1998, 2006, Weston 
et al 2006, Sinz et al 2008). It provides a formal mechanism for incorporating a priori 
knowledge for binary classification problems. This knowledge is provided in the form of 
unlabeled Universum data samples, in addition to labeled training samples (under 
standard inductive setting). The Universum samples belong to the same application 
domain as training data. However, they do not belong to either class, so they are treated 
as contradictions under a modified SVM-like Universum formulation. Several recent 
analytical and empirical studies provide ample evidence that Universum learning can 
improve generalization performance, especially for very ill-posed sparse settings. 
This tutorial will present an overview of Universum learning for binary classification 
along with practical conditions for evaluating the effectiveness of Universum learning, 
relative to standard SVM classifiers (Cherkassky et al, 2011; Cherkassky, 2013). We also 
describe an extension of Universum SVM to cost-sensitive classification settings (Dhar 
and Cherkassky, 2012).  
The Universum learning methodology is known only for classification setting. It is not 
clear how to extend the idea of learning through contradiction to other types of learning 
problems because the notion of ‘contradiction’ has been originally introduced for binary 
classification (Vapnik 1998, 2006). In the second part of this tutorial we present general 
methodology for incorporating Universum into other types of learning problems. For these 
problems, one can also expect to achieve improved generalization performance by including 
additional data samples reflecting a priori knowledge about an application domain. In particular, 
we present new SVM-based formulation for regression and single-class learning problems that 
incorporate additional Universum data. Then we briefly discuss computational implementations 
of these new Universum optimization formulations. We also present several application examples 
to illustrate advantages of these new Universum formulations, relative to standard SVM 
regression and single-class SVM. Further, we discuss how the Universum single-class learning 
can be used for difficult classification problems in changing (nonstationary) environments. 
 
 



TUTORIAL LENGTH: 2 hours. 
 
INTENDED AUDIENCE: Researchers and practitioners interested in understanding 
advanced SVM-based methods and applications. Participants are expected to have 
background knowledge of standard Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers. 
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